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1. MOTIVATION AND METHOD!
ION SOLVATION STRUCTURE/ DYNAMICS!

5. CONCLUSIONS!

MOLECULES AND METHODS!

2. MAPPING ROTATIONAL ANISOTROPY!

• Solvent structure and dynamics are important for biological function.!
• Experimental studies of water near small, inorganic, ions suggest that 
particular ion combinations cooperatively slowdown water rotation1,2,4. !
   - Some studies indicate that cooperative effects can be intense and long  !
     range for densely charged ions, whereas others indicate that they are !
     always limited to the first hydration shell of the ions.!
• Experimental data is often analyzed using a two-population model:!
     - Only two populations of water exist: bulk-like (τreor=2.5 ps) and slow !
       (τreor=10 ps); different salt solutions differ only in the fraction of slow waters;!
     - The fraction of slow waters differs between solutions because:!
          - Anions and cations anisotropically slowdown water rotation:  anions !
            slowdown OH rotation, cations slowdown dipole rotation;!
          - Combining densely charged anions and cations locks the hydrogen !
             bond network between them.!
!
      - Does cooperative slowdown occur for isolated pairs of ions?!
      - What is the spatial range of the slowdown?!
      - Is a two-population model reasonable?!
      - Do anions and cations anisotropically slowdown water dynamics?!
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MODELS!
SWM4-NDP water and ions3,7!

CsCl    – weakly cooperative!

MgSO4 – strongly cooperative!

QUESTIONS!

CLASSICAL ATOMISTIC MD WITH POLARIZABLE MODELS!

3. WATER DYNAMICS NEAR ISOLATED IONS!
Slowdown of OH and dipole rotation is weakly anisotropic!

Cs+ - Cl- at large separation do not induce cooperative slowdown!

• The effect of cations (anions) on the rotation of OH groups is comparable to their effect on the rotation of water 
dipoles: anions and cations have a weakly anisotropic effect on water dynamics.!
• Strong cooperative slowdown is limited to water in the first hydration shell of the ions.!
• Long range (6 A) cooperative slowdown exists, but is weak and exists only for densely charged ions.!
• Ions cooperatively affect both the magnitude of slowdown and the spatial distribution of slow water populations, i.e., 
the simulations do not support the two-population model of cooperative slowdown commonly used to interpret 
experiments.!
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Polarizability - Drude oscillators!

+q1 -qD 
kD 

q = q1 ! qD ! =
q2D
kDkD =1000kcal/mol/A
2

UDrude = kD (bD! 0)
2

PARAMETERIZATION OF SO4
2-!

Target properties:!
-  experimental6 ΔΔGhydr	


     ΔΔGhydr=ΔGhydr
sulfate – ΔGhydr

chloride 

- monohydrate properties from ab initio 
   simulations5: (Emin, RS-Ow) 
!

side view top view 
RS-OW 

	  	   Target Model %diff 
Emin (kcal/mol)  -25.65 -23.84 -7 

RS-Ow (A) 3.44 3.47 1 
ΔΔGhydr	  (kcal/mol)	   -177.58 -177.42 0 

300 K,  NVT 
Langevin thermostat γ = 0.05 ps 
Drude thermostat γ = 0.1 ps 
Periodic boundary conditions 
dt = 0.5 fs, duration = 100 ns 

D 
1040 H2O 
Ions in fixed positions 
    Ion pairs:        D = 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 A 
    Isolated ions:  D = 24 A 
 

SYSTEMS AND SIMULATION SETUP!

P2 (! ) = 0.5 3cos
2("! )!1

Rotational anisotropy of OH or 
water dipole!

φτ – angle traveled by OH or water 
dipole in time τ. !

Water subpopulations near single ions!

waters at distance d 
from the ion at t=0 

Water subpopulations near ion pairs!

Mg2+ Mg2+ SO4
2- SO4

2- 

dipole rotation OH rotation dipole rotation OH rotation 

6.5        2.1    1.8 

2.5    1.9     1.8 

3.9    2.0    1.8 

2.0   1.8 

3.3     1.9    1.7 

1.8     1.8    1.7 

1.9     1.8    1.7 

1.9    1.7    1.7 
Cs+ 

Cl- 

aexp(!t / !1)+ bexp(!t / ! 2 )+ cexp(!t / ! 3)

! isol,ion,d =
a!1 + b! 2 + c! 3

a+ b+ c

Average OH reorientation time for each water subpopulation! fit  
(t<20 ps) 

4. WATER DYNAMICS NEAR ION PAIRS!

12 A 

fion,d,! =
" ion,d,!
" isol,ion,d

>1 cooperative slowdown!
≈1 no cooperative effect!

Cooperative slowdown factor!

Mg2+ - SO4
2- at large separation induce long range but weak 

cooperative slowdown!

Mg2+ - SO4
2-  and Cs+ - Cl- at short separation induce intense 

cooperative slowdown in the first hydration shell!

5 A 5 A 


